Total Tech
Transformation
This small, thriving school has said goodbye to
out-of-date equipment and hello to super-smart tech
thanks to ITEC’s Technology Managed Service
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Luckley House School is a small,
thriving co-educational independent
school, located in Wokingham,
Berkshire, offering day and flexible
boarding provision for pupils aged 11
to 18 years. Located 40 miles outside
London, it offers a broad curriculum
which celebrates the arts and sports,
as much as academic achievement.
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“ITEC took

the time to
understand
our needs.
- NORMAN PATTERSON, SCHOOL BURSAR

CHALLENGES

As an innovative and forwardthinking school, Luckley House
knew it was time to ditch its old tech,
but they needed a partner to help
them move forward. ITEC and its
Technology Managed Service was
just the ticket.

CHALLENGES

Tackling
Outdated
Tech

Before ITEC came on board,
the school was signed up to
an expensive legacy Xerox
MFD contract that covered
four slow and unreliable
Multi-Function Devices
(MFDs). There were also 18
standalone, outdated desktop
printers in various classrooms,
racking up high maintenance
bills and causing increasing
hassle.
The printers were letting
down staff and students alike
– and the small IT team were
constantly fielding complaints
from frustrated staff. There
was also excessive waste, a
lack of security and the school
had no idea how much was
being printed and at what cost.

Unreliable
Networks

As well as the printers, the
school’s wireless network
was performing poorly and,
after inspection from the ITEC
Engineers, it was revealed
that the wired infrastructure
also needed urgent attention.
ITEC was invited to quote
on the design, installation
and configuration of a new
enterprise grade WiFi solution
as well as coming up with a
way to reconfigure the existing
wired system with a robust
and resilient network.

“Our approach to

printing is now more
secure and efficient.
- NORMAN PATTERSON, SCHOOL BURSAR

SOLUTIONS

A New Way
To Print

As part of a complete, bespoke Technology Managed
Service, ITEC Engineers conducted a full audit of the
printing fleet, revealing a range of reliability issues.
The cost-effective tech overhaul saw ITEC put in place
a much improved print management system, a more
flexible service agreement and simpler billing system.
ITEC replaced the old machines with more reliable and
efficient Ricoh MFDs and implemented a smart ‘Follow
Me’ printing solution to eradicate the waste that resulted
from unclaimed print, plus improve document security.
In rooms where desktop printers were essential, ITEC
replaced the old and expensive-to-run machines with
A4-size MFDs, providing printing, scanning and copying
capability at a low cost.

Redesigning
And Replacing
Networks

To improve the performance of the wired network, ITEC
redesigned the wired infrastructure, boosting resilience
and performance. ITEC Engineers replaced switches and
cabling as a priority. Alongside replacing the hardware,
ITEC also completely refigured the network to make is
more secure and more reliable.
To transform WiFi at the school, ITEC introduced an
Aruba cloud-based system that ticked every box in
terms of what the school needs to be truly future-proof.
ITEC proposed a centralised management platform for
reporting and management of the network, both wired
and wireless.
Crucially, ITEC provided the entire solution on a low cost
technology lease plan at a fixed monthly cost that the
school can easily manage within its budget.
“We were very happy with the solutions from ITEC.”
- Normal Patterson, School Bursar

“ITEC’s expert

help has proved
invaluable.

- NORMAN PATTERSON, SCHOOL BURSAR

MORE RELIABLE SERVICE

Faster

Security
IMPROVED

Printing
Control
REGAINED

Luckley House School has seen the
benefits of technology brought to life
for its students and staff thanks to
ITEC’s bespoke Technology Managed
Service. The school now enjoys an
efficient, secure and reliable Managed
Print Service as well as up-to-date
networks that deliver on speed,
resilience and performance.

“The service

has always
been
friendly and
professional.
- NORMAN PATTERSON, SCHOOL BURSAR

DELIVERING THE MISSION

ITEC has transformed every element of
the school’s approach to tech, from establishing proactive maintenance service
of hardware and taking care of details
like ensuring toners never run out, to
offering a complete cloud network solution and expert support at every level.

“We are delighted to

have a partner for the
future that we can trust
to help us achieve
our goals.
- NORMAN PATTERSON, SCHOOL BURSAR

SERVICE

“ITEC’s
help has
been
invaluable”

In its partnership with Luckley House
School, ITEC has proven that it’s not just
large organisations that can experience
the benefits of its Technology Managed
Service – but smaller ones too.
Thanks to the experience and expertise
of ITEC, the school can focus on
preparing bright young minds for the
future, confident that the future of its
tech is taken care of.
As Norman Patterson, School Bursar,
added: “‘We are very happy with the
services provided by ITEC over a number
of years now both on the copiers/printers
and on a WiFi installation more recently.
The service has been friendly,
professional and the team has always
taken the time to understand our needs.
As a school, it is really important to us
to find cost-effective ways to manage
our tech and we found that in ITEC’s
Technology Managed Service.
Our approach to printing is now more
secure and efficient, and it saves us
money and hassle.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
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